I. INTRODUCTION
The importance and utility of statistical closure approximations applied to the nonlinear equations of field theory and turbulence are by now very well established [1, 2] . For polynomial nonlinearities, it was natural early on to seek moment-based closures [3] . Although usually those are used to predict second-order statistics, certain of them can predict higher-order statistics as well. In particular, Chen et d. [4] used Kraichnan's random-coupling model (RCM) [5] for his direct-interaction approximation (DIA) [6,5] to derive a formula for a general four4border statistic Z -((X$2)2), where tl, is a random field, X is a coupling coefficient that can be specified arbitrarily, and (. . .) denotes ensemble average. [The precise definition of Z is given by Eq. (2a) below.] Although knowledge of statistics up to only fourth order is insufficient to reconstruct structures in space and therefore to fully characterize intermittent phenomena, third-and fourthorder cumulants are natural and robust measures of the deviation of the probability density function (PDF) from Gaussian form. Unfortunately, Chen et al. found that the non-Gaussian corrections to a variety of important fourth-order statistics for homogeneous, isotropic, incompressible Navier-Stokes turbulence vanish in the DIA; this led them to argue for the necessity of closures based on full PDF's rather than moments. Shortly thereafter, the theory of "mapping clasures" was invented [7, 8] .
Although still in a relatively early stage of develop ment , mapping closures appear to provide very successful and intriguing predictions [9] of a variety of non-Gaussian phenomena difficult to capture within moment closures. They may become a central analytical tool for studies of intermittency. Nevertheless, the moment-based approximation ZDIA remains of poasible interest for situations with degree of symmetry lower than that of the canonical three-dimensional (3D) homogeneous, isotropic, incompressible Navier-Stokes problem. The present work was motivated by problems of fusion plasma physics, in which the presence of a strong confining magnetic field introduces a natural anisotropy. In a certain useful limit, compressible, 2D, anisotropic fluid models of plasma re-I will describe the application of ZDIA to the analysis of such models elsewhere. In the present work, whose goal is to clarify the conceptual foundations of ZDIA, I consider the possibility of deriving ZDIA by routes alternative to the one based on the RCM. First, I observe in Sec. I1 that the formula for ZDIA [Eq. (36) below] is, in fact, contained in the seminal paper of Martin, Siggia, and Rose (MSR) [l] , who presented a renormalized theory of classical statistical dynamics based on functional manipulations. This work was not cited by Chen et al., and indeed a close reading of a rather difficult appendix is required in order to identify the result. Therefore, I briefly review the MSR formalism, including some dw cussion of the Bethe-Salpeter equation [12, 2] not given explicitly by MSR. The formula for ZDIA then follows immediately and elegantly, in a very general form valid for inhomogeneous systems (not considered by Chen et al.) and systems of n coupled fields (a particular kind of "inhomogeneous" situation ). The ease with which the formula emerges demonstrates the power and beauty of the functional apparatus.
Second, I consider in Sec. I11 the prediction of 2 made by the Langevin model of the DIA presented by Leith Here the argument 1 denotes the complete set of continuous and/or discrete independent variables, including for example a space variable 2 1 , a time variable t l , and a discrete field label ("species" index) SI; the integration/summation convention for repeated indices is used. The set of all indices excluding the time will be denoted by underlining the argument--e.g., 1. For the time being, I take the coupling coefficients Vi to be statistically sharp; a random U1 will be important later. The twopoint generalization of the definition of Chen et al. is the fourth-order statistic where Here X is an "external" coupling coefficient that can be specified arbitrarily; it should not be confused with the "internal" nonlinear mode-coupling coefficient 173 E M.
I shall take X to be local in time--X(1,2,3) a d(t1 -t2)6(tl -is)-although this restriction is not used, until the final step of the derivation and can be easily relaxed if necessary. Clearly X can be taken to be symmetric in its last two indices. The fourth-order moment involved in 2,
Finally, I return in Sec. V to the solvable three-mode has a standard cumulant expansion [16]:
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Here ''perms." denotes permutations. Also,
is the n%rder cumulant; in particular, ( (4) 
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generalizes the familiar result MSR argued that the moment-clmure problem for classical statistical dynamics was best addressed by a symmetrical, "operator-doubled" formalism (a generalization of Schwinger's approach to quantum field theory [17] ) that considered C and the infinitesimal response func- Fig. IC) [+(A, t),iqL', 41 = w -1 ' )
where u is a 2 x 2 matrix in the spinor indices (+, -):
Equations (1) and (11) can be combined [I] into the symmetric vector equation
where the arguments now include the spinor indices.
Here the nonvanishing elements of the fully symmetric matrices 7j ("bare vertices") have precisely one minus EQ. (12) was generated from the commutator of the Hamiltonian functional
where t l is not summed over. The generating functional was then introduced (where h is a two-dimensional vector of statistically sharp functions and the plus subscript denotes time ordering with later times to the left) and the finite-h cumulants
defined. The moment hierarchy of many-time correlation and response functions was then generated by functional derivatives with respect to h of the averaged equation of motion
The physical observables (cumulants) are recovered in the limit h + 0; in that limit, Eq. (16) reduces to the average of Eq. (12) .
The solution of Q. (12) in terms of time-ordered evolution operators, and the definition of infinitesimal response functions in terms of 4, were discussed at length by Rose [18] . The key technical result is that [18] R(1; 1') = ((vw?w)))+.
(17)
The tim-rdering convention ensurea that any cumulsnt beginning with $ on the left will varnish; as a special case, it guarankes causality of the infinitesimal responee: R(t;t') a H ( t -t'), where H is the Heaviside unit step function. Then the tirne-ordered two-point correlation matrix G Ga is built from just C and R:
Diagrammatically, G is represented by a heavy solid line (Fig. 28) . Higher ( Fig. 3a) , where K, the "two-particle scattering matrix," obeys the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) [12]
where the subscript s denotes symmetrization (Fig. 3b) .
Here I represents the intrinsic two-particle interactions, another way of describing the effects of vertex renormalization. The most symmetric formal way of introducing the various terms in the BSE is again by means of (twopoint) Legendre transforms [12,2]; however, I shall not review the details here since I need only the results, already presented by MSR. The DIA is I % 0 or K w (GG), (Fig. 3c) ; the next approximation (first vertex renormalization) is I NN I'GI' (Fig. 3d) . The 
where, by definition of 2 as being proportional to +4, the A's fix the outermost spinor indices to be +; internal indices must be summed over. One may now recall that 7 is fully symmetric, but nonvanishing only when precisely one of its indices is -. The complete set of diagrams that follow from J3q. (32), taking account of the symmetries of X and 7, is shown in Fig. 4b where 6 , E 6kp. I use the same convention for M. A consequence is that the three wave vectors entering a vertex must sum to zero. Upon writing
R~( s ,
t ; s', t') = H ( t -t ' ) & (~, t ; s', t') (35) -[R(t';t') = 1, whereas R(t';t') = 1/21, one then expands Fig. 4b ). Of course, the same feature lead to the single matrix Dymn equation 111, which expanda into two coupled scalar equations for C and R (Fig. 2h) Although the DIA can be simply and concisely characterized as the absence of vertex renormalization, this doee not in itself imply that the DIA is well behaved. Indeed, soon after presenting the DIA, Kraichnan described a variety of "similar" renormalized closures that, although graphically plausible, exhibited badly divergent behavior [5] . He was led to stress the importance of satisfying the infinity of realizability inequalities [29] that moments of a PDF must obey. In particular, he discussed the desirability of finding a stochastic amplitude equation whose statistics precisely reproduce those of the claaure in question (at least through some order). An underlying amplitude representation guarantees that a PDF exists, hence that the closure cannot violate the realizability inequalities. For example, in a realizable closure covariances must remain positive-definite.
Kraichnan showed that the DIA is derivable from several varieties of random-coupling models [30, 5, 31] , built most fundamentally from an infinite number of copies of a random amplitude equation stochastically coupled together in a particular way [5] . (Essentially, the mode coupling coefficient of the original quadratic nonlinearity is randomized, thus producing a model dynamical equation cubically nonlinear in stochastic variables.) Chen et al. used the RCM to derive their result for ZDIA. where Cr, is the nonlinear damping term C+ appearing in the DIA, * denotes convolution in time, and < is a random variable (not neceesarily Gaussian, but independent of +) whoee covariance is fixed to be that of $ itself. It is readily shown that the second-order statistics of this amplitude representation coincide with those of the DIA. To review the argument, one first notes that the result (< is independent of h, since it is independent of $*) guarantees that the infinitesimal response function of the model is that of the DIA. Next, the covariance equation is formed and shown to agree with that of the DIA. (Fig. 2h) .
At this point one must distinguish between two possible interpretations of the "DIA": either (1) the two familiar coupled equations for R and C (second-order statistics); or (2) the renormalized closure that neglects vertex renormalization. The latter interpretation is clearly the more general; it admits the calculations of higher-order statistics, as we have seen. However, while the Langevin model (41b) successfully reproduces the second-order statistics of the DIA, it does not do so for higher-order ones. The difficulty is already present at third order (see Sec. I11 D below), but to make immediate contact with the previous calculations, 1 consider the fourth order and calculate 2 from Eq. (41b). This is easy to do diagrammatically; see Fig. 7 . The first two diagrams reduce, with the aid of the spectral balance equation (43) , to the Gaussian contributions to 2; however, the last two diagrams are not equivalent to &. (32) . Indeed, the presence of updown correlations, or the fact that two horizontal linea must be cut to bisect the graphs, identifies the last two diagrams as stemming from vertex corrections omitted in the DIA. ( R"$ = b, (44) where the Covariance of the random forcing B is constrained to be (45) but is not required to be of product form. As discussed in Sec. I, they showed that the mean square of the terms in Eq. (44) that represent the nonlinearity (i.e., b-C*$) reproduces formula (32) for the special case X = M. This is an important and necessary consistency check. However, they did not attempt a Langevin-based calculation of ZDIA for arbitrary A.
B. Generalized Langevin models, non-Gaussian
statistics, and effective equations of motion 1 shall now discuss the possibility of generalizing the Langevin model in such a way that higher-order statistics of the DIA are predicted correctly. The attempt will not be entirely successful, although it is instructive. The remainder of Sec. 111 is rather technical; readers can skip without loss of continuity directly to Sec. IV if they desire.
A non-Gaussian correction
Here R is again the response function of the DIA. I now redefine the model such that & (not () is G a w sian with covariance fixed to that of @ (not A$). The statistical properties of $0 are to be determined. That a representation of the form (46a) (i.e., $ being the sum of two non-Gaussian random variables) is possible is guaranteed if the statistical closure is realizable; one is thus fortunate in being aware of the RCM, which guarantees realizability of the DIA statistics through all orders.
The utility of the added freedom afforded by $0 is apparent upon considering the evaluation of (qh4) = (($0 + R!jM&2)4), which involves various mixed cumuattempt to assign mnsistent values to those cumulants in a way such that DIA mtatistics involving $3 and $* are reproduced (and ale0 that the appropriate realizability inequalities are satisfied). However, there is also the question of whether the higher-order response functions (cumulants involving at least one $) are properly dealt with.
The most systematic way of treating all of these issues is to employ the non-Gaussian version of the MSR formalism. I describe that briefly in the next section. the effect of the nonlinearity has been replaced by the random (non-Gaussian) forcing gI(1). It is an example of a stochastic differential equation driven by non-Gaussian noise.
-b such
Generalizing earlier work of Rose [18] , Jensen [19]   uLo)(1, . . . , n) = ((VI (1) . . . VI (n)) 3G:(2)G,h(3,4) + G,"(2,3,4 
where the complete symmetry of Tio) was used to combine some terms. At h = 0, the facts that the (Fig. sa) . This sets values for the three independent third-order cumulants G3+++, G3++-, and G3+-- (Fig. ab) 
C. Second-order statistics
Although we are ultimately interested in fourth-order statistics, it is useful to illustrate the formalism and to derive some necessary results by first considering the second-and third-order statistics of 9, given the decomposition (46). Upon denoting $0 by a dashed line, one can represent Eq. (46a) by Fig. 9a . One has (Fig. 9b) . It is convenient to normalii $0 such that Let us choose (tko (l) (RiMA€4)(1')) + (1 t) 1') = -C(1, I') , (68) where the right-hand side follows from the definition of the model [see discussion after Eq. (46b) 
Later, I will argue that at fourth order one will require the more detailed condition (2) 
E. Fourth-order statistics
Evaluation of the ensemble averages leads to a somewhat tedious proliferation of diagrams, representative ones of which are shown in Fig. 13 . The first three terms of Fig. 13a are, of course. the Gaussian contributions to ($). It can be verifii that the remaining disconnected diagrams (an example is shown in Fig. 13b ) sum to zero upon invoking Eq. (69) and the spectral balance equation (43) . The class of (horizontally aligned) terms related to the desired result (Fig. 4b) for ( ( $ 4 ) )~r~. Of those terms, the ones involving (6. Fig. 13c ) will reproduce the first group of terms in Fig. 4b if As a check, the second-order realizability inequalities for 4o and Clearly the realizability inequdity is marginally satisfied. The constraints deduced 80 far are diagrammed in Fig. 9c .
The remaining horizontal terms, involving ($:A<) (cf. Fig. 13d ), reproduce the second group of terms in 
choose (($: )) to cancel the unwanted terms. I do not present the detaile. At this point, a variety of constrainb on the cumulants of $0 and have been deduced. In principle, it is necesstvy to verify that the relevant realizability inequalities are satidled; this haa not been done beyond second order. However, ae remarked earlier, the fieedom afforded by the addition of & means that a construction of this type is guaranteed to exist, since the DIA is ib self realizable through all orders due to the existence of the RCM.
This kind of construction guarantees that the linear Langevin equation augmented with an additive nonGaussian correction will eucceed in reproducing y5 statik ties through fourth order. However, as discussed in Sec. I11 B 2, such a dynamically linear constructh a p pears to be incapable of reproducing higher& r e sponse functions such as R(1; l', 1"). In order to determine an ;ik compatible with Eq. (SOa), note that one has
IV. MARKOVIAN APPROXIMA~ONS TO zDIA
I now discuss approximate evaluations of Eq, (32).
Computationally, the principal (and well known) drawback of the DIA is the necessity of evaluating the timehistory integrals. Various parametrizations of the twotime observables have been suggested; for a single field variable, one simple and frequently used one is
C&(t,t') w E&(t$)C&(t,t) (t 2 t').
The latter approximation is the fluctuationdissipation ( Instead, it is better to generate the Markovian approximation from a Langevin amplitude equation, thereby ensuring realizability. Kraichnan 1381 showed that for single-field problems with Hermitian (real) linear damping v&, a realizable Markovian approximation to the second-order statistics can be generated from the Langevin equation [13] = f& It) , In the presence of linear waves (Imvk # 0), Bowman [39, 40] demonstrated that the transient evolution described by the EDQNM is nonrealizable, possibly precluding the achievement of a realizable steady state. He showed that a realizable Markovian closure (RMC) can be developed if a particular symmetrical form of the fluctuation-dissipation relation is employed. The RMC is constructed to asymptote to the steady-state spectral intensities of the EDQNM. Predictions of the RMC have been compared s u d u l l y to direct numerical simulations of threewave models [39, 40] , Hasegawa-Mima [lo] dynamka [41, 42] , and Hasegawa 
V. FOURTH-ORDER STATISTICS FOR SYSTEMS OF THREE COUPLED MODES
The study of simple nonlinear models that nevertheless retain the essence of the statistical closure problem has been very profitable (99) I a m very grateful to Dr. M. Golub-Smith for many stimulating discussions, and to Dr. M. Ottaviani for carefully reading the manuscript and offering useful suggestions.
APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF ($') FOR SYSTEMS OF THREE COUPLED MODES
The derivation of formula (All) for ($4) in terms of Fourier amplitudes involves a few subtleties, particularly in the conbext of three-mode dynamics. I therefore present the discussion in some detail.
It is useful to first review the straightforward evaluation of (+b2). One way of writing the convolution theorem for fields real in z space is [$*(z)fk = dk+p+q$:$q*+ (AI)
PPP
For spatially homogeneous statietics, the ensemble average may be supplemented or replaced by the spatial integral L " sdz, which selects the k = 0 component:
Here the sums are over both p i t i v e and negative values of p. For later use, one has also
To evaluate ($(z)~), one may write
W4) = ((902)2)
Now focus particularly on the three-mode problem d e fined in Sec. V. (a) typical term arising from (&At).
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